Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for resourceconstrained rate-optimal software pipelining. The distinct feature of our work is that the constructed schedules achieve the maximum computation rate for the given resource constraints. Based on a periodic scheduling framework, we have developed a simple integer linear program formulation for the resource-constrained software pipelining problem. A solution method employs simple and inexpensive heuristics to drastically reduce the search space of the integer programming problem. We have implemented our solution method and applied it on a number of benchmark loops. A desired optimal solution is found within 1 CPU second of execution time in 57%, and within 30 seconds in more than 91% of the test cases. A salient feature of our framework is its generality: it can be applied to either homogeneous or heterogeneous function units, and both can have pipelined or non-pipelined execution units.
Introduction
Scheduling instructions in a loop to achieve maximum speedup has been a major challenge in the design of optimizing compilers for high-performance computer architectures. Software pipelining has been proposed as an e cient method for loop scheduling for high-performance VLIW and super-scalar architectures 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18] . Software pipelining derives a static parallel schedule | a periodic pattern | that overlaps instructions from di erent iterations of a loop body. The performance of a software-pipelined schedule is measured by the initiation rate of successive iterations. In constructing compiletime schedules, it is often important to nd a fast, software-pipelined schedule which makes best use of the available machine resources, in particular the function units.
We investigate the following three problems in software pipelining:
Problem 0: Given a loop (or its data dependence graph (DDG)), determine a rate-optimal schedule with minimum function unit requirements.
?
Note that \rate-optimal" here means that the execution of the loop under such a schedule has the maximum initiation rate, equal to that of a fastest schedule with no constraint on the number of function units used. For a given loop, there are, in general, many rate-optimal schedules. The goal of Problem 0 is to nd a rate-optimal schedule which uses the minimum number of function units. The solution derived for Problem 0 applies to the more general problem:
Problem 1: Fixed Rate SofTware Pipelining with Minimum Resources (FIRST): Given a loop and an initiation rate, determine a schedule which runs with the given initiation rate and with minimum function unit requirements.
Problem 0 is a special instance of Problem 1 with the initiation rate equal to the optimal computation rate. A more realistic scheduling problem for compilers is:
Problem 2: Resource Constrained SofTware Pipelining at Optimum Rate (REST): Given a loop and the number of available function units, determine an optimal schedule which can run under the given resource constraint.
In Problem 2, a schedule is \optimal" if no other schedule, under the same resource constraints, can run faster. In this paper, we develop a framework for a target architecture with a number of identical function units (or resources), and assume that each operation in the loop can be executed on any of these function units. Such a description is true of instruction issue units, for example. The proposed framework, however, is general and it can be applied to heterogeneous function units as well. Our framework is based on a linear periodic schedule form 17]. Use of the linear scheduling form facilitates integration of software pipelining and loop unrolling into a single framework 13, 19] . Based on the periodic scheduling framework, we present a simple integer linear programming formulation to solve Problem 1, FIRST. We then develop a solution method for Problem 2, REST, which combines a heuristic search strategy with our solution of the FIRST problem. The key intuition is to reduce the search space as much as we can using heuristics and inexpensive methods, and apply integer linear programming only at the last stage when an exact solution is desired. It should be noted that the heuristics used here do not exclude any optimal solution.
We have implemented our scheduling method and run experiments on 27 loops taken from several scienti c benchmarks. Out of 185 test cases considered, our method solves the REST problem in 57% of the cases in less than one CPU second, and in more than 91% of the cases within 30 seconds. Compared to other related work our optimality objective achieved by the REST formulation is indeed very ambitious. Although, in a few instances it may be necessary to use heuristic methods | which may compromise the optimality | to e ciently solve the scheduling problem, we do not wish to lose sight of our objective at the very beginning. To illustrate this point, in the experiments we show that using our method on the working example used by Wang As noted, the proposed formulation handles both homogeneous and heterogeneous function units and in either case the execution units can be pipelined or non-pipelined. Another salient feature of our scheduling framework is that it can integrate the optimization of function units and registers (refer to 9]), using the techniques developed in 13].
In the following section, we motivate our approach with the help of an example. The formulation of the scheduling problem, Problem 0 and Problem 1 (FIRST), is presented in Section 3. An iterative solution to Problem 2 (REST) is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the results of scheduling the 27 loops are reported. A comparison with other related work is presented in Section 6.
A Motivating Example
In this section we use a simple example to motivate our work on xed rate linear schedules to handle resource-constrained software pipelining.
Fixed Rate Software Pipelining with Minimum Resources
Consider a simple loop L expressed in the C language shown in Figure 1 . The DDG for the example loop is also shown in Figure 1 . The loop L contains loopcarried dependences of distance m s3s0 = 2 from s 3 to s 0 , and similarly m s4s1 = 2 and m s5s1 = 2. That is, the value of d i] generated by s 4 in iteration i is used two iterations later by statement s 1 in iteration i + 2. When the dependences are within the same iteration. The dependence distance is 0. This loop will be used as a running example throughout this paper.
Assume the execution of each statement takes exactly one time unit. The task is, given an initiation rate, nd the schedule that uses the minimum number of function units. This is of course the Fixed Rate Software Pipelining with Minimum Resources (FIRST) problem discussed in the Introduction. In order to make our ideas clear, in this paper we emphasize homogeneous function units, Table 1 gives a rateoptimal schedule A for our example loop. This schedule is obtained from the linear schedule form T i + t s , with T = 2, t s0 = 0, t s1 = 1, t s2 = 2, t s3 = 3, t s4 = 2, and t s5 = 2. Schedule A has a prologue (from time step 0 to time step 1), a repetitive pattern (at time steps 2 and 3) and an epilogue (at time steps 2 (n ? 1) + 2 = 2 n and 2 n + 1). The maximum number of function units required for this schedule is 4 (at time steps 2, 4, : : :).
If we wish to solve the FIRST problem using the T = 2 rate-optimal initiation rate, schedule A is not acceptable. It does not use the minimum number of function units. A lower bound on the number of function units required with an initiation interval T = 2 is d( P sj d j = T)e = d(6 = 2)e = 3, where d j is the delay of instruction s j . Alternative schedule B given in Table 2 also has T = 2, but requires only 3 function units and hence solves the FIRST problem. In this case t s0 = 0, t s1 = 1, t s2 = 2, t s3 = 3, t s4 = 2, and t s5 = 3. Now we motivate our approach to the problem of constructing optimal rate schedules for a machine with p homogeneous function units, the REST problem. We again use the loop and DDG in Figure 1 as a motivating example. Suppose our system has p = 2 function units. It was already established that to attain the optimal initiation rate of T = 2 we need at least p = 3 function units. Thus any p = 2 optimal schedule will have an initiation interval greater than 2. Hence, if no loop unrolling is done, the next feasible initiation interval is T = 3. Indeed, a schedule that uses only 2 function units exists with this rate. It is given in Table 3 . Now the challenge is to formulate the FIRST and REST problems and nd e cient solutions. But rst we state the assumptions made in this paper. This paper deals only innermost loops which are represented as a Data Dependence Graph (DDG). In 17], it was shown that a slight generalization of linear schedules to (i; s) = b(i T + t s ) = rc can always achieve the optimal initiation rate for any DDG. In such a schedule, r iterations of a graph are initiated in every T time units. Without loss of generality, we assume r = 1. If not, the given DDG can be unrolled r times. The values of r and T for the resulting unrolled graph will be 1 and T r, as illustrated in 19].
Hu found that a large majority of loops contain no conditionals 10], and hence we have concentrated in this paper on straightline code. For loops involving conditionals, we assume a hardware model that supports predicated execution as in 15]. If-conversion 3] can be performed to support this model. As well, in 16] it was shown that predicated execution simpli es code generation after modulo scheduling.
Problem Formulation and Solution Methods
In this section we present an ILP formulation for the FIRST problem. (12) In the above integer program, values of t j along with T determine the schedule. Each t j variable can take a value only within a speci c range (determined by the dependences and the iteration period of the DDG). The lower and upper bounds of the t j can be determined respectively by the As Soon As Possible (ASAP) and the As Late As Possible (ALAP) schedules. By using these bounds on the t j , the range of r in a rj can be signi cantly reduced without losing any optimality.
Generalized FIRST Formulations
In this subsection we show how to extend our FIRST formulation to nonpipelined execution units and to heterogeneous function units. Note that the modulo function accounts for the wrap-around e ect of cyclic scheduling. If we replace a r;i with r;i in Equation (8), we obtain the formulation for non-pipelined execution units.
Non-Pipelined Execution
Next we extend the FIRST formulation to heterogeneous function units. 
where T 1 is the optimal initiation interval when there are no resource constraints. Our solution method for the REST problem is based on a heuristic search through this range of values. It has been observed that in most cases, a p-function unit schedule can be found at or near the lower bound of T p 12, 10]. Hence we begin at the lower bound and try each successive value in the above range by solving the corresponding FIRST problem until we nd a schedule requiring only p function units.
Results and Discussion
We have implemented our FIRST and REST formulations on a UNIX workbench. Our aim in these experiments is to establish the feasibility of our approach by measuring the performance of our method on several loops selected from assorted scienti c benchmarks: Livermore Loops, SPEC and Whetstone. To We ran experiments on 22 loops. Table 4 tabulates the iteration interval T and the total scheduling time required by SPILP on a Sparc-10/40 for various values of available function units p. We have considered both pipelined and nonpipelined function units.
As a basis for comparison, we applied our method to the working example loop used by Wang et al 20]. Wang's method, which is based on a list-scheduling heuristic, required 3 instruction issue units for the rate-optimal initiation interval T = 3, while the schedule generated by SPILP required only 2 instruction issue units. Both our schedule and Wang's required only one of every other type of function unit. SPILP constructed its schedule in only 220 milliseconds.
We ran 185 experiments in which we measured the performance of our REST algorithm for various numbers of function units, p. The execution times of these test cases are shown in the form a histogram below: CPU Time (Seconds) < 1 1 { 5 5 { 10 10 { 20 20 { 30 30 { 60 60 { 120 > 120 # of Test Cases 106 34 11 11 6 3 5 9 In more than 57% of the cases, a desired optimal solution was obtained by SPILP in less than 1 second. In 91% of the cases, an optimal schedule was constructed with 30 seconds. In only 9 of the 185 experiments, did it take more than 2 minutes. We were able to obtain a schedule in 3 of these 9 cases using 3 to 4 CPU minutes, and in 2 cases by increasing the value of T by 1. Though the time to compute the optimal schedule is high in a few cases, for certain users who have performance-critical applications, this time may still be acceptable. We believe that compilers for future generation high-performance architectures should not deny such opportunities to these users, and the techniques developed in this paper can be used to provide such a compiler option.
It should be mentioned here that the integer program solver, MLP, is primarily for general purpose linear programming applications, although it has extensions to handle mixed integer programming problems. MLP does not use some advanced methods, such as the cutting plane technique. Thus the execution time reported in Table 4 can likely be reduced greatly by using more advanced commercial integer program solvers.
Related Work
Software pipelining has been extensively studied 2, 5, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19] . The work reported in 2, 5, 14, 18] has been geared towards nding a schedule which allows the loop to be executed at the fastest possible rate regardless of hardware constraints. A variety of techniques have been suggested for resourceconstrained software pipelining 1, 6, 7, 20] . Due to the computational complexity of the problem, these approaches are based on approximate methods guided by good heuristics. Lam 12] proposed a resource-constrained software pipelining method using list scheduling and hierarchical reduction of cyclic components. Lam's solution of the REST problem was also iterative, although she claimed her solution guaranteed only a near-optimal initiation rate. Hu 10] too proposed an iterative solution to the REST problem. His heuristics (i) give priority to scheduling nodes with minimumslack in the time at which they can be scheduled, and (ii) try to schedule a node at a time which minimizes the combined register pressure from node inputs and outputs. He reported extremely good results in addressing the REST problem, although it is not quite as clear that his approach achieves minimum register usage.
It is also not clear how the approaches given in 1, 6, 12, 16, 20] can be extended to integrate constraints relating registers, lifetime of variables, and function units. Ebcioglu et al. have proposed the technique of enhanced software pipelining with resource constraints 4, 5, 6] . Their methods neither consider minimum register allocation nor aim to achieve rate-optimality. Rau et al. 16] have addressed the problem of register allocation for modulo scheduled loops. However in their method register allocation is performed on already scheduled loops. Ning and Gao 13] proposed an e cient method of obtaining a softwarepipelined schedule using minimum registers for a xed initiation rate. However, they did not address function unit requirements in their formulation. Our approach can easily be combined with theirs, to produce a schedule with minimum registers and function units. In 11], Hwang et al. also use an integer programming framework for the scheduling acyclic graphs.
Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the problem of resource-constrained software pipelining using an integer programming formulation. Our integer programming formulation can obtain fastest schedule for a target architecture consisting p function units. We have empirically established the usefulness of our formulation by applying it to several loops extracted from common scienti c benchmarks. In the majority of cases our proposed formulation quickly nds an optimal schedule. The proposed framework is general in that it can be applied to architectures with (i) homogeneous or heterogeneous execution units and (ii) having pipelined or non-pipelined function units. Further our formulation can be extended to integrate other constraints such as minimizing the number of registers used by a schedule.
